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Adversary definition synonyms and antonyms

Empathetic, kind, friendly, Comfortable, pleasant, helpful, benign, welcoming, sociable, ok, friend, affectionate, accessory, friend, lovable, good temperamental, accepting, sympathetic, helpful, warm, kind, ally, cheerful, understanding, friendly, friendly, social, civil, warm, kind, sociable, friendly, kind, helpful, loving, hearty, dedicated, pleasant, supportive, neighbor, nice, lovable,
welcoming, evtor, back, sweet Opponent synonyms, antonyms, English dictionary, English, definition, see also 'distress', negative', ad', ad', reverso dictionary, English ... Synonyms for Opponent | Collins' official English vocabulary online. Over 1 million synonyms and antonies with quotes and other translations... define a rivalry, person, group or force that resists or attacks;
Adversary ; ... Often in a particular competition or struggle: a duel with an antagonist. defining opponents of Antonimes, a person, group or force that opposes or attacks; opponent; ... Often in a particular competition or struggle: a duel with an antagonist. Antonys Vocabulary: All Synonyms and Antons for Adversarial Nglish: Translation of adversarial for Spanish speakers in
English Britannica: Translation of adversarial ... One that resists another or others, such as in battle, competition, or debate: a muscle that resists the action of another muscle, such as by resting while the other contracts, thus producing a smooth and coordinated movement. Hostile power or power, like a nation. The female of various other mammals, such as antelopes,
kangaroos, mice or rabbits. a man competing; A personal enemy opponent or an adversary. (Unofficial) a person who opposes a particular policy, proposal, action, etc. The definition of an attacker is a person who attacks and harms another physically or verbally. Participating in the conflict. Foil is defined as a thin piece of metal, or a sword used in fencing. a member of the
member letter; A Quaker. Eli is defined as an individual, state, or organization that unites another people. I don't know. Someone who's a fan of a particular team or athlete. The definition of an assistant is a person in a job definition who is downgraded and who is tasked with performing roles for someone else. Such is the mega-person, group, or organization: those who object,
one who shows resistance (logic) to the attitude of exclusion or inclusion that exists between proposals that have the same subject and a predicat but differ in quality, quantity or both are members of the opposition. A man who fought against a government. Resisting material, esp. Something is applied as an uncooperative uncooperative protective coating; Not a competing
collaborator (person, team, company, etc.) with the same goal as another, or striving to achieve the same thing. Defeating an opponent may be Or a necessary goal of a competitor. See syn. Learn in (related) find another word for your opponent. On this page you can discover 32 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions and related words to an opponent, such as: opponent,
antagonist, enemy, alona, competitor, enemy, opponent, anti, attacker, controversy and foil. [ad-ver-ser-ee]/ vərˌsɛr I/ See synonyms for an opponent about a person, group or opposing force or attacks; opponent; enemy; foe.a person, team, etc., so competing in the competition; Competitor. Satan or related to opponents, as prosecutors and accused in a legal proceeding: an
adversary trial. See Antonyms to your opponent on THESAURUS.COMMaster these essential literary terms and you will be speaking like your English teacher in no time. A hero is the main character of a story, or the title role. Can you identify the Anthony of a hero, or the opposite of a hero or a hero? Take the quiz to find out 1300-50; English rival means&lt;letin adversārius,
equivalent to the cliffs (us) (see negative) + -ārius-ary; Replace Middle English&lt;Anglo-French 1. An opponent, an antagonist says a person or group running against another. The opponent offers an enemy who fights permanently, continuously and tirelessly: a formidable opponent. Antagonist suggests one who, in a hostile spirit, resists another, often in a particular competition or
struggle: a duel with antagonist.ad·ver·sar·i·ness, Noun, Opponent, Rivalry, Adversity, Assnton Adversity, Negative, adverselyDictionary.com Unabridged based on Unabridged Random House Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020enemy, Competitor, Opponent, Attacker, Antagonist, Bandit, Competitor, Resistor, Match, Counter Number, OppugnerPerhaps because it was
passed on by leaders who understood the significance of their opponent's involvement in their language, That would be a big challenge for an opponent to forge or change enough ballots to change the outcome of the election, he told the Senate Homeland Security Committee last week. At the time, Colfage told Fox 10 Phoenix that he felt he needed to take legal action after
opponents started going after his family and tried to ruin the career of his wife, who was a teacher and model. In particular, I helped them try and understand how the adversary in Afghanistan and Pakistan were coaching themselves. We know our opponents around the world are pursuing their progress. Despite the many disagreements, the Obama administration, he said, does
not see Russia as an adversary. All Americans, from FDR down, underestimated the capabilities of their opponents, overestimating their capabilities. Al-Qaeda prisoners we The CIA facilities helped us understand the opponent. Before you go ahead and talk about the future, he says, you've got to figure out where your opponent is coming from. Our legal system is an adversarial
system, based on legal advocacy for both parties. With glittering eyes, Crouchard fell to one knee alongside his opponent, momentarily crouching over the body. The Destroyer| Briton Egbert Stevenson Mayo closed, grabbed Braddish's right hand in the grip, and doubled his hand behind his opponent's back. Blow Up The Man| Holman Day is leaning on his opponent with greater
resulsanity and mercy than he would willingly admit himself. The Governors, Complete| Edward Boulware-Leeton of Trniech saw his advantage: his opponent lost his temper and forgot his dignity. The Life of Napoleon I (Volumes, 1 and 2)| John Holland Rose If a duel is killed, his opponent must stand by the body until the police arrive, and provide himself for them. The modern
gun and how to shoot it| Walter Winnense is a person or group hostile to someone; Opponent opponent enemy in the game or sports the term USA for rivalry (def. 2)C14: from latin steam, from fumes against. See NegativeColins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Boys Co. p1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishing House 1998,
2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012 DAYmatutinaladjective | What are you doing in here? See Settings Is this what you think about 2020?© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC has seen a definition of adversary1'he parried the stroke of his opponent with almost contemptible ease of SYNONYMSopponent, opponent, enemy, opponent, antagonist, fighter, contender, competitor,
opponent, fellow opponent, corrival competition 1 that is hostile towards another old cat seems to see the new kitten and rival friends, chums, compadres friends, guys, hail members , hearty, hobnobbers, Friends, Musketeers, Hasidic friends, students, hasidic supporters, donors, exponents, supporters, fans, also wishing 2 one who takes a stand against another in a contest or
feud our opponents on Tuesday are from one of the leading schools in the League 2 marked by opposition or ill will had a long history of opponents between the two rival nations hostile, anti-pathetic, hostile, hostile, hepatitis, Unfriendly, unsympathetic, forceful, combative, combative, clashing, combative, contradictory, controversial, contrary, disgruntled, militant, dissident, wrath,
quarrel, dissenter, scrappy, antisocial, cold, cool, unpleasant, reluctant, distant, cool, frozen, impolite Unsociable, bitter, though, hateful, sinister, malicious, defamatory, malignant, operanti, evil, malicious, disliked, vindictive, endearing, friendly, kind, sociable, warm, affectionate, devoted, kind, nice, sweet page 2 adversary enemyyy is one who is moved by hostile emotion with an
active tendency to offend; But in military language anyone who fights on the other side is called enemies or together the enemy, where no personal resentment can be implied; An enemy, which is a rather poetic and literary word, implies a highly hostile spirit and purpose. Antagonist is one who actively opposes and resists with the intensity of effort; An adversary, one whose
approach is more pronounced; A competitor, one who searches for the same object for which another aspires; Opponents in wrestling, competing in business, opponents in the debate may face no personal ill will; Rivals in love, ambition, etc., rarely avoid a pseudo-feeling. The opponent was once widely used in the general sense of an antagonist or adversary, but is now less
common, and largely limits to the hostile sense; An opponent is usually one who not only resists another in fact, but also does so in a hostile spirit, or perhaps out of pure symthing; Like, the big rival. Compare synonyms to Ambition. Synonyms:antagonist, competitor, enemy, enemy, opponent, opponentAntonyms:abettor, partner, ally, friend, assistant, supporterPreposition:He
was my friend's enemy in the competition. Competition.
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